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Musical Instruments

A Facebook Application that lets 

users list which instruments they 

play.

Users can also see which 

instruments their friends play.

A box also shows up in the user’s 

profile, alerting their friends to the fact 

that they play obscure musical 

instruments.



Facebook Data!

•FBID – Unique Facebook User ID

•Instruments Played

•Number of Friends

Instrument is a free text field; users can enter whatever they want.

8603 rows total – one for each user/instrument combo.



Sidenote

Neat network visualizations also possible 
using the data:



Visualizing the Data

Nothing too special here, the number of friends follows a power law curve.

Very few people with an insane amount of friends, more people with a modest 

number (0-100).



The mean number of friends by instrument is a normal distribution. 

It’s the central limit theorem in all its glory!

Visualizing the Data



Visualizing the Data

The box plots of the number of friends by instrument look fairly similar, apart from 

the outliers in a few sections.



Instrument Survey

We sent out a survey (thanks if you filled it out!) to 
determine the perceived sociability of certain 
instrument types.

People ranked the instrument types from most 
social to least.



Hypothesis

There is a correlation between the type(s) of 
instrument a user plays and the number of friends 
they have.

People who play perceived “social” instruments will 
have more friends.



Analysis

•Cleaned up instrument types (which were free text)

•Normalized spelling on different “same” instruments

•Categorized instruments into types and sub-types

•Used Wikipedia to assist in classification

•Ended up with 8126 rows of data



Tests

•Ran pairwise t-tests on each set of simplified instruments

•Compared significant differences to survey data

•Guitar is perceived as a social instrument, but Oboe, Saxophone, have 
significantly higher mean # of friends, yet perceived to be anti-social

•Saxophonists have an average of 20 more friends than the sample mean; 
guitarists have 20 less on average

•Oboists are popular



Reality Check

How many guitarists? How many oboists?



Biases?

•Our data was limited to Facebook users but 
many types of instruments were represented

•Survey was sent to only SI students but they 
indicated high confidence in the rankings



Conclusion
•Some instruments typically perceived as 
“social” were actually statistically less social

•Some instruments actually perceived as and 
ended up being more social, like vocals 

•Playing oboe will net you more Facebook 
friends!*

*maybe


